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      Dolmen | Console

PRESS RELEASE

Ginger & Jagger presents new designs
at Maison & Objet Paris

The brand presents five handcrafted 
new designs inspired by Nature.

PORTO, Portugal | January 2016 | Ginger & Jagger is returning to Paris with a bold  showcase that celebrates Nature inspired 
design in living spaces infused with the brand’s new charismatic pieces. The showcase at Maison & Objet will now take place 
in a new premium location on Hall 7 Scènes d'Intérieur, Stand G16, from 22 to 26 of January.

The curated showcase, created for this edition of Maison & Objet, once again illuminates the poetic realm of Ginger & 
Jagger’s creations, and their suitability for different moods and environments. 

The main room of the showcase is a soothing hotel lobby that fully conveys Ginger & Jagger’s inspiration and ethos. The new 
Dolmen Console is minimalistic, with a strikingly faceted counterintuitive geometry of handcrafted marble. It’s sculptural 
shape is counterpointed by the quiet and harmonic feel of the also new Core Mirror, whose arches are hand hammered 
following the shape of a tree trunk. The mirror is coupled with the soothing new Bloom Wall Lamp, infused with the brand’s 
motif of Nature inspired design, harboring light much like a flower’s core is kept by its leaves. The atmospheric feel of this 
living space is also personified by the kaleidoscopic marble marquetry of the Fractal Sideboard. 

An encompassing equilibrium is bestowed on the showcase by a more earthy living space, a reinterpretation of a dining 
room, with a lounge and bar area. It is conceived to offer a sense of peaceful reclusion, as if gazing a canyon from the comfort 
of one’s home. The new Mantle Mirror devises this symbolic interpretation of the Earth’s textures, introducing detailed 
mirrored marquetry in warm tones, complemented by the mesmerizing new Primitive Round Dining Table. The softness 
and ruggedness of the materials and textures in this living space are a testament of Nature’s everlasting balance between 
chaos and order.

Handcarved marble, brass casting and wood marquetry are central to Ginger & Jagger’s aesthetic canon. The tree branches 
and leaves used in the casting are selected by the designers and craftsmen from local magnolias, fig trees, rosebushes and 
vines from the Douro Valley. The casting process imprints the pieces with a perennial feel. The same applies to the 
techniques availed to the marbles, ranging from Carrara to Estremoz, such as the iconic Pearl Wall Lamp. The piece’s 
marble shape is carved by hand, making each piece, much like a natural pearl, an absolutely unique sculpture.

Launched in Europe in 2012, Ginger & Jagger’s Earth to Earth collection is an evocative poetic realm, where Nature’s sculp-
tural shapes are eternalized through handcraft, with unique artisanal techniques and an outstanding blend of superb materi-
als, such as brass, copper, exotic woods and marble. The brands momentum is flourishing, having been selected by French 
fashion house Dior to elevate their retail experience with the brand’s designs. Ginger & Jagger is represented in international 
showrooms in Shanghai, Riyadh, Moscow, Dubai and Jakarta, as well as in the prestigious Harrods Home selection.

Ginger & Jagger is a part of the Urbanmint Design Group, along with the furniture design brand Munna, renowned for its 
sumptuous handcrafted upholstery. Both brands are exhibiting together at Maison & Objet Paris, on Hall 7 Scènes d'Intérieur, 
Stand G16, from 22 to 26 of January of 2016. 
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Primitive | Round Dining Table

Nature’s forms, materials and textures are immortalized 
in striking fashion in this piece. The structure is molded 
in brass casting frommagnolia tree branches, providing 
function to its natural form. The metal base and wood 
marquetry top deepens the piece’s connection with 
earthy materials. The softness and ruggedness of the 
materials is a testament of Nature’s paradox: complex, yet 
simple.

Core | Mirror

A tree’s core is a testament of the vital force of Nature, a 
realm where nothing is lost, all is merely transformed. The 
arches of this mirror are hand hammered in brass, shaped 
around a tree trunk. The mirror here represents time as a 
flat quasi-elliptical shape, therefore everlasting.

Bloom | Wall Lamp

Light is harbored by the Bloom Wall Lamp much like a 
flower’s core is kept by its leaves. Its layered composition 
originates a soothing continuity effect between the 
direction of the light and the shape of the metal 
lampshades.

Dolmen | Console

This minimalistic, albeit intricate, piece is handcrafted in 
marble. Its form is reminiscent of megalithic monuments, 
portals to an evocative poetic realm, here captured by the 
seemingly counterintuitive geometry and sculptural 
shape.
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Pearl | Wall Lamp 

The Pearl Wall Lamp is a poetic handcrafted tribute to 
Nature’s mysterious ways. The piece, made in marble and 
metal, represents one of its quintessential attributes – 
serendipity. The magnificence of pearls, when produced 
naturally by oysters, is as breathtaking and it is exquisitely 
rare. The Pearl Wall Lamp’s marble shape is carved by 
hand, making each piece, much like a natural pearl, an 
absolutely unique sculpture.  

Fractal | Sideboard

The Fractal Sideboard has a singular kaleidoscopic marble pattern. 
The inlaying technique availed translates the visual pattern of a 
fractal, found in Nature, science and in human creation. The 
sideboard has four compartments, each with a sliding drawer with a 
polished marble finish.  

Mantle | Mirror

When gazing a canyon or a valley, the Earth’s textures and 
layers reveal themselves. The Mantle Mirror devises a 
symbolic interpretation of these primal elements, 
introducing detailed mirrored marquetry in a distinctive 
and unique piece. 
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Notes  to the editors:

Maison & Objet Paris    
22 to 26 of January 2016
Paris Nord Villepinte
Scènes d'Intérieur | Hall 7 Stand G16

Follow #gingerandjagger on 

To request high resolution photos, or for more information about Ginger & Jagger, please contact:
Press Officer | Isabel Fernandes
M. +351 910 010 237
Email. isabel@gingerandjagger.com
Skype. isabel.urbanmint

https://www.facebook.com/GingerandJagger
https://twitter.com/gingerandjagger
https://www.instagram.com/gingerandjagger/
https://www.pinterest.com/gingerandjagger/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/ginger-&-jagger
https://www.youtube.com/user/Gingerandjagger


Press & Blogs 
Azure Magazine publishes the Fig Tree console;

The Sunday Times highlights the Mirror Leaf;
 Vogue German features the Magnolia sideboard;

Homes & Gardens considers the Rock table a design trend for spring/summer’13;
Architectural Digest Russia features the Rock table;

Financial Times’ How To Spend it publishes the Pebble stool and the Rosebush Dining Table;
Architectural Digest Mexico  features the Mirror Leaf;

Recently featured in:  
 AD Italy, AD Spain, Elle Deco China, Marie Claire Maison, Casa Vogue Brazil, Harpers Bazaar Germany, 

Audi Magazine, Elle Decoration Russia.

 

Wysadablog.com
"I was loathe to leave its sumptuous depths, and promptly placed the entire collection 

on my wish list."

Theenglishroom
"This line is true perfection with the exquisite use of polished metals and incredibly refined 

shapes and upholstery that feel so current but remain timeless in your design."

Localhomespot.com

Purepr.com
 

Financial Times
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"This line is true perfection with the exquisite use of polished metals and incredibly refined 
shapes and upholstery that feel so current but remain timeless in your design."

Localhomespot.com

"We love their use of the natural grains of wood on this wardrobe it will definitely be on our 
wish list! We can’t stop thinking about them."

“Trees have been the basis of architecture and furniture design from the time when humankind first 
abandoned its caves. But ever since the Ancient Greeks began to replace Minoan tree trunks with 

stone columns, the direction of progress has tended to be away from the raw use of trees (…) Yet part of 
us, our inner woodsman perhaps, the aspect of our personality unleashed when we climb a tree or 

chop a log, still carries a candle for the tree itself. (...) Others have responded metaphorically, casting or 
modelling trees and roots (…) Portuguese design company Ginger & Jagger has cast branches in 

di�erent metals for its Earth to Earth collection".
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Worldwide exhibitions

2014

Biennale Interieur | Kortrijk | Belgium
Decorex International | London | United Kingdom
Super Brands London | London | United Kingdom

Clerkenwell Design Week | London | United Kingdom
Salone Internazionale del Mobile | Milan | Italy 
Maison & Objet Asia | Singapore | Singapore 

Design Shanghai | Shanghai | China
Stockholm Furniture Fair | Sweden | Stockholm 

2015

Maison & Objet | January | Paris | France

2013 

Decorex International | London | United Kingdom
Super Brands London | London | United Kingdom

Maison & Objet | September | Paris | France
Clerkenwell Design Week | London | United Kingdom

Salone Internazionale del Mobile | Milan | Italy 
Stockholm Furniture Fair | Sweden | Stockholm 

Maison & Objet | January | Paris | France

 
 2012

Super Brands London |  Kingdom
The Oporto Show | Oporto | Portugal

Salone Internazionale del Mobile | Milan | Italy

Maison & Objet Americas | Miami | U.S.A

Decorex International | London | United Kingdom
Maison & Objet | September | Paris | France

Salone Internazionale del Mobile | Milan | Italy 
Maison & Objet Asia | Singapore | Singapore 

Stockholm Furniture Fair | Sweden | Stockholm 
Maison & Objet | January | Paris | France
Meet My Project | January | Paris | France



Who´s Ginger & Jagger

These are his love letters
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Ginger breathes deeply. 
She’s just climbed a mountain. She’s never felt air this pure.

The view of the forest is breathtaking.
The river seems even more commanding from above.

The world now seems so small. 
Ginger smiles. She’s found her freedom again.

Jagger reads Ginger’s letter.
She doesn’t send pictures of the places she writes about.

She doesn’t have to. Her words are so vivid, so entrancing.
Jagger doesn’t write back. He wouldn’t know where to send them to. 

Instead, he designs.
His creations are unraveled by her travels, by his memory of her.

He hopes she smiles when she sees them. 
They are dedicated to her.



www.gingerandjagger.com




